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NEWSLETTER
Tatiana
celebrates
mexico’s
match
Last Sunday June
11th Mexican soccer
team had it’s first
match in the world
cup in Germany and
Tatiana and her
family got together to
watch the match in
Tatiana’s brother
house, Mexico won 3-1
against Iran, everyone
laughed and shouted
while waving the
mexican flags because
of the excitement of
seeing
mexico’s
team
won in
the
first
match
-Tatiana
with
mexican
ﬂag

Since April
May 2nd Tatiana
front of 120,000
“Aventuras en
Coahuila,
Villahermosa and
showed everyone
energy while

	


26th until
performed in
people 7 days non stop of her tour
Tatilandia 2006”. She visited cities as
Tamaulipas,Cd.Victoria,Tampico,Texcoco,
finally Michoacan, as always Tatiana
her professionalism giving 100% of her
singing and dancing
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As part of her tour, Tatiana was
invited to New York city to
celebrate the festival of 5 de mayo
and mother´s day as well with the
latin community of that state, more
than 100,000 latins most of them
mexicans were there just in time to
see “La reina” at the Flushing
Meadows Park, Tatiana sang songs
from her newest cd such as “Mi
burrito querendon”, and “El baile de la
gallina” also sang songs that are
already hits like “el chango
marango”, the success was so great
that the audience didn´t let go
Tatiana shouting “one more one
more”.

community of the Huicholes. Because
of the geographic hight and hard
access this kids are never celebrated,
because of this situation Tatiana
gladly accepted the invitation to be
with this children and gave them
toys.
GREAT TATIANA!

Tatiana as we all know has a big
heart and that´s why she decided
to have a break in her tour to have
tie to visit poor kids, this time in the
state of Jalisco, Mexico in the

The tour
continued
in Puerto
Val
larta,
La
Paz,
Los
ca

Tatiana arrives at her
dear Monterrey on June
25th in the world famous
Arena Monterrey.

The new show that in
cludes songs from the new
CD, new characters, new
backgrounds, new dance
moves, and of course a
great production theres no
doubt that it is going to
be a sold out in the
Arena.
bos, This will be the 3rd
time that Tatiana
and
performs there and not
other
cities
only that, also she is
of
looking for an assis
tance record as well,
that also mexican
Mex singer Juan Gabriel is
ico and the USA and now the owner of that re

	


cord right now, but I am
more than sure that Ta
tiana will have that re
cord and many others.
SEE YA NEXT MONTH!

Claudia “Tatiette” Miranda
www.tatiana.info
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